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Errata

p.xxii, col.2, ad fin. Delete σ syllable.

p.33 (11a), *c.IL.* t² 2177 ad fin.: Read istōc for istoc.

p.37 n.37 Read *quoici* for *quaici*.

p.77 §3.3.1.3 ad init.: Delete to.

p.88, l.2 below Table 3.7: Read constrained by for constrained is by.

p.91, l.4 below (63): Read l’élision for l’elision.

p.96, l.1 below (70) ad init.: Read popu-1 lāris for popu-1 āris.

p.124, l.7 ad med.: Read contemporary for contemporary.

p.126, l.1 below (106) ad med.: Read evidence from Plautus and Terence points for evidence from Plautus and Terence point.

p.179, l.3 ad med.: Read being too short for being too short.

p.179, l.4 ad init.: Read or too long for or to long.

p.183 §6.2.3.5, l.1 ad fin.: Read bring to light for brings to light.

p.190, l.3: Read 1961 for 1927.

p.204 n.123, l.3 ad init.: Read clausal-syntactic for clausal-syntactic.

p.221 §7.5.3.1, l.6: Read These inscriptions exhibit for This inscriptions exhibits.

p.221, l.3 below (206) ad med.: Read although for lthough.

p.227 n.133 ad fin.: Read synchronic for sychronic.

p.244 §9.1.4, l.2 ad fin.: Read survives for survives in.
p.185 §11.4.2, l.1 ad fin.: Read recommends for recommend.
p.189 §11.5.3, l.10 ad init.: Read diminishes for diminish.
p.305 §11.4, l.8 ad med.: Read lies for lie.
p.306, ¶1 l.1 ad med.: Delete dittographic reading.
p.312 ad fin.: Read produces for produce.
p.316 §14, l.12 ad fin.: Read by the latter for by latter.
p.339, l.9 ad med.: Read result in for results in.
p.349, l.7 ad fin.: Read demonstrates for demonstrate.
p.374 §16.3.2, l.6 ad fin.: Read been for been.

Corrigenda

p.32 n.14, CIL 12 2174: fore stultu(m) should be read as forê stultu(s) and rather join CIL 12 2189 in p.33 (11d).
p.136 §5.1.1, l.1 ad init.: Mahoney 2001 was omitted from the Bibliography, where p.407 should have included: Mahoney, Anne. 2001. "Alliteration in Saturnian Verse." New England Classical Journal 28: 78–82.
p.187, ll.11–12: uncontracted mischaracterizes the change from sient to sint that I want to undo. Rather, the change was a generalization of "the stem variant /sǐ/ [...] giving sim, sis, sit, sitis, sitis, sint" (Weiss 2009: 416–17).
p.214 n.131, l.13 ad med.: DICTATOR from the perf. pass. pple. stem dict- would be correct for Kazanskij’s (1989: 169) DEICTATOR, which I capitalized and quoted uncritically.
p.241 (222), l.3: Read hortī ho(c)ē and scan as – hortī hoc – for hortī hoc
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